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ROGER C. LYNDON1

Baumslag and Mahler [l ] have shown that, for F a free group and

hence G= F/F" a free metabelian group, and p any prime, the rela-

tion apbp = cp cannot hold for elements a, b, and c of G such that aG'

and bG' are independent elements of the free abelian group G/G'. In

answer to a question they raised, we show by their methods that, if

p, q, and r are three primes, not all the same, then there exist solu-

tions of the equation apbq = cr in G, with a and b independent modulo

G'.
We may suppose that r^p, q. If such a solution exists at all, one

exists in G, free metabelian on two generators x and y, and such that,

modulo G', a = xmT, b=ynr, and c = xmpynQ, for some positive integers

m and n. Let L be the ring of Laurent polynomials over the integers

in x and y (that is, admitting both positive and negative integer ex-

ponents). Then G' is naturally the free L module with generator

ft =x~1y~1xy, that is, with ux = x~1ux, uv = y~1uy, and uA+B = uAuB, for

all u in G' and A, B in L. In this notation, we have

a = xmrkA,    b = ynrkB,    and    c = xmpynqkc,

for certain elements A, B, and C of L. Let Th(z) be the cyclotomic

polynomial with roots all primitive ftth roots of unity. The condition

apbq = cr reduces by straightforward computation to the condition on

A, B, and C that

AYp(xmr)ynr + BTq(ynr) = CTr(xmpynq) + D(x, y),

where

D(x,y) = (1 + x+  • ■ • + xmp~l)(\ + y + • • • + ynq-1)x~mpE(xmp, ynq),

and

^ . wTi — 1
E(u, v) = 2_i (uv)t-■

,=o u — 1

Collecting terms in X = xm and Y=yn gives an equation

A1TP(X^)Y'-+ BxTq(Y') = C1YT(XpYq) + X'PDX(X, Y)

where
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D1(X, Y) = Tp(X)Tq(Y)E(Xp, F«).

It is easy to see that, conversely, the existence of a solution Ax, Bi, C\

of this last equation implies that of a solution of apbq = cr with a and b

independent modulo G'.

It remains, then, to show that 7J>i belongs to the ideal in L gener-

ated by Tp(Xr), r3(Fr), and Tr(XpY<>). Since all elements concerned

lie in the polynomial ring Z[X, Y], this comes to showing that Dj.

belongs to the ideal J of this ring generated by the same three ele-

ments. Since Tp(Xr) = T pr(X)T P(X), the ring Z[X]/Tp(Xr) decom-

poses into Z[X]/Tpr(X) and Z[X]/TP(X), and Z[X, Y]/J decom-

poses correspondingly. Since TP(X) divides Di(X, Y), it suffices to

consider the first component only. A similar argument for Y enables

us to replace J by the ideal J\ generated by Tpr(X), Tqr(Y), and

Tr(XpY").
We may identify Z[X]/Tpr(X) with the ring Z[£] where £ is a

primitive prth root of unity. Over this ring, rar(F) splits into factors

(Yq— w)/(F—co), where co runs through the r — 1 primitive rth roots

of unity. Therefore Z[X, Y] is a subdirect product of rings Z[£, 17]

of algebraic integers, where £ runs through the primitive prth roots

of unity and 17 through the primitive qrth roots of unity. We shall

show that, in each such ring, 7 = rr(^5j5) divides 8 = Tp(£)Tq(r])E(Zp, ?/«)'

Both co = £p and f=i?9 are primitive rth roots, and we consider

two cases, according as cof = 1 or not. If wf 5^ 1, then cof is a primitive

rth root, whence we find that

E(u> f) = g "^ ~ ("r)' = (E f - E («M/(« - i) = o,
0 co —  1

that 5 = 0, and so 7 divides 5. Suppose henceforth that wf = 1. Then

7=rr(l) =r, while

— j   _    -1

£(«. f) = E -—r = (E «-' - E i)/(« - 1) = - r/(« - 1),
co — 1

and hence

w — 1 co — 1    —r to — 1
5 = rpft)r,(i,)E(«, f) = -—--- = - r -——- •

£ - 1 r, - 1 w - 1 (£ - 1)(, - 1)

It suffices to show that £ — 1, and similarly 17 — 1, are units. Since £

has minimal polynomial

Zpr —  1     /  2r —  1

IV(s) = -" /- >
Z" -   1 /      0—1
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the number £ —1 has minimal polynomial P(z) =Tpr(z-\-l), and hence

norm P(0) =rpr(l) = 1, and is therefore a unit. This provides U(X, Y)

in Z[X, Y] such that Di(£, n) = U(£, v)vr(^Vp) holds for £ and i? as in

the case last considered; it is easily checked that the same hold if £

and 7] are any roots of Yp(Xr) and r,(Fr), whence it follows that this

equation holds in Z[X, Y]/(Tp(Xr), rs(Fr)), and that £>i is in 7.

This completes the proof.
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